
Sales, Pricing, & Money Mindset
(How to Make Real Money at This Boudoir Thing)



GET GOOD  
AT SALES

(It’s WAY Easier Than You Think.)





Priming for the Sale (Pre-Shoot) 
When Booking: 

• Get her excited, tell her she’s going to fall in love with every single image. Get her expecting to spend. 

• Make sure she knows there’s no obligation to buy XYZ, but that most people do, because when you see the best pictures of yourself 

that you’ve ever seen, it’s hard to walk away from any. 

• Tell them what your “average” client invests. (Nobody wants to be below average!)

• Send full pricing to avoid sticker shock and have them start thinking about HOW they can make it work.

• Invite them into your group at every possible opportunity so other ladies can show them what THEY bought. (Women want what other 

women have!) 

• Have questions in your questionnaire about what clients purchased and why, and include that in your blogs and testimonials.

	 


During Consult:  

• Plant seeds - Show only your top albums, don’t even mention lower options unless asked. 

• “Most people can’t bear to walk away from any of their images”

• Make a note of which album cover she likes, so you can show her a mock-up at her reveal. (Most people don’t have vision, you need 

to SHOW them!)

• Make sure she holds and touches the products. Talk about why you love each high-end cover, get her thinking. SHOW wall art, and 

talk about how this client put this here, and that client put that there, etc. 



Priming for the Sale (The Shoot) 
While Shooting: 

•Start with your most flattering set, **overexpose** and show back of camera, be 
super enthusiastic… 

•Wait (or fish) for “OMG how am I ever going to choose?” “You’re not! You’re going 
to buy them all, it’s waaaaaaayyyy easier that way!”

•Make sure you shoot as much variety as possible. and honestly, 

•Don’t waste too much time on detail shots. Those will be the first and easiest shots 
for her to let go of at the sale session. 


Culling & Editing:  

•Don’t always only go just for the most flattering shots, although that’s a big 
consideration. Focus on variety and then edit a less flattering shot until it IS 
flattering… because variety gets bigger sales. 

•Another way to maximize variety in the images you show, if you didn’t get enough 
variety at the shoot: flip things, rotate them, crop them, add effects, make them 
black and white, etc.



My highest collection has 50 images - There are 53 unique images in this gallery. Here’s why:


• Shows my willingness to over-deliver. 

• A confidence-booster for her. “Your photos are so freaking amazing that I just couldn’t narrow it down any further, so I went ahead 

and edited 53 instead of 50.” 

• Also plants that seed of NOT narrowing it down. If YOU can’t, how can she?

• Gives her SOMETHING to say no to, so she has a feeling of power, even if choosing the highest collection.

• Gives me the choice to make even more money, OR to throw in the “extra” 3 images as a pull-through incentive and to make 

things EASY for her. 




Priming for the Sale (Pre-Reveal) 
•Prime them for bigger sales with sneak peek, and confirmation texts




Your Client’s Reveal
1. Walk them verbally through process first, to remove the inner dialogue and confusion and help 

them focus on the emotion of seeing the images for the first time. So, for instance, here’s what I 
do…..


2. Start with emotion. Music, Transitions, etc. Everything should align with your brand, and with her 
emotional journey. 


3. Assume the sale. (First thing you say after your slideshow?)

	 1-How do you feel?

	 2-Ok, so are we getting them all today? 


4. Exhaust their choosing muscles with black and whites. 


5. Anticipate objections, read their cues, encourage and praise them for SPECIFIC traits in their 
images. 


6. MAKE IT EASY to “see” and go with your highest offerings (pre-design album and app, have a 
cover picked and mock up based on consult, choose a few pieces ahead of time that would look 
great as wall art and desk prints and SHOW them! Do special crops for wall art if you think they 
might be too shy to go full-bore on their walls) ***This also puts you in the right mindset, AND 
makes your ordering process super-easy. YOU design the album, not them. Assume they trust you, 
and they will.



Pull-through Strategy: 

Almost everyone will come in thinking they’re spending less… so here is how you pull them through 
to the next collection or higher:


Pull-Through Incentives: 

•Session fee credit with qualifying purchase only

•Bonus items that are low or no cost to you - mobile apps, gift prints, Facebook cover photo or 

profile photo, extra images, black and whites PLUS color files, 

•Lower per image price

•Album cover/album box upgrades or page upgrades

•Client loyalty credits toward their next session - plant seeds for couples shoot or including outfits/

sets that you didn’t get to this time


The Power of the Pull-Through



1 - Leave SOMETHING out of even your top collection: i.e., page upgrades, folio boxes, 
viewfinders, calendar, custom phone case, desk prints/folios?


2 - Have a few pieces picked out for what YOU think would look good for wall art, maybe 
even a grouping with similar color tones…. Do some “anonymous crops” and mention those 
for wall art as well. SHOW THEM WHAT THEY WANT, don’t wait for them to do it.


3 - If you want more upsells, add a super-premium collection above your current top 
collection. If your top collection sells A LOT, you NEED one above it! 


4 - Include a wall art “credit” but not wall art in any collection but your highest collection - 
encourages buying wall art, but does not encourage substitutions or discourage people 
from buying your tier 2 collection if they don’t want wall art. And you get extra money on top 
of the collection price, without your client calculating that in to her initial spend plan. 


5 - Simpler album designs (one photo per page or spread) allows more room for upsells. You 
could even offer a “designer album” as an add-on with fancier layouts. 


5 - Offer things they might not have thought of, from your “secret” menu, like extra two-
page spreads, collages/groupings, extra large prints/murals, etc. 


Getting Upsells / Add-Ons 
with Collections



The Session Fee Credit
I believe strongly in including a conditional session fee credit for **qualifying 
purchases** AT the reveal only. Why?


1-Means I never sell less than my minimum happy number because nobody 
wants to leave $500 on the table. 


2-Means nobody ever forgets their credit card or goes home to think about it 
or talk to their husband about it. 


3-Money spent is money forgotten. So they feel like they’re only spending 
$4000 total if they get that $500 credit. And they feel like they’re getting a 
deal because they had usually forgotten that was the deal and were thinking 
about prices without it…. so when they realize they get that extra $500, it will 
usually help pull them into the next collection up. 





Pricing for Profit
(How NOT to Be a Starving Artist)



The Big Pricing Mistakes Most Photographers Make 
Before They Know Better

• Crowd-sourcing your pricing

• Pricing based on your local competition

• Pricing based on your geographical area or your town’s median income

• Pricing as a marketing strategy (to get clients, aka the “race to the bottom”)

• Cost-of-goods based pricing

• Commodity Pricing (related to both COG and competition-based pricing)

• Setting prices withOUT knowing your true costs of doing business 

• Setting prices withOUT knowing your true time investment per client

• Pricing based on the medium rather than on the image

• A “set it and forget it” approach to pricing

• Starting Your Price Menu From the Bottom

Common Business-y Mistakes

• Pricing based on what YOU would pay

• Fear-based pricing

• Guilt-based pricing (Judging - Counting your client’s money for her)

• Negotiating Prices (Nice Guy Syndrome)

• Not knowing or believing in your worth

Common Mindset-Rooted Mistakes 

Controversial / Bendable Mistakes (Mistakes That Are Not ALWAYS Mistakes)
• The “I’ll Start Out Low and Raise Prices Later” Trap

• Selling packages up front

• Offering lots of discounts and sales

• “Budget” pricing gimmicks (ending prices in 99, loss leaders)

• Offering your special prices and promos mostly to NEW clients

• Offering too many options

• Putting full pricing on your website























Creating Your  
Pricing Menu















1. You can’t command premium prices if your work is not premium. If you expect clients to invest in you, invest in them and in 
yourself. Invest in education, improve your client experience, and practice, practice, practice. Don’t be cheap with your lab choice, 
and don’t be stingy about paying for education to refine your craft. Don’t expect clients to value you and your work if you don’t put 
real value into what you’re doing.

2. You can’t command premium prices if your client experience is not premium. Is your studio clean, clutter-free, and attractive? 
Do you provide a silky robe for your client to wear in between sets? Does your studio smell nice? Do YOU smell nice? Do you 
smile and make your client feel welcome? Do you encourage and compliment your client? When you reveal the client’s images, 
are they presented beautifully on a big screen tv or on a quality-printed and matted proof wall or luxury proof box? Does 
everything about your studio, your appearance, and your staff (if applicable) align with your brand? 

3. You can’t command premium prices if your professionalism is not premium. Professionalism is a big umbrella. It covers how 
you talk to people on the phone (and how long you take to get back to them in the first place). It covers how you conduct yourself 
during the shoot, both in word and deed. I mean, we all know not to touch our clients inappropriately or say overly-sexualized or 
objectifying things to them, right? But are we aware of how unprofessional it is to tell your client personal tales of woe or to rant on 
about politics or religion or veganism or whatever? Any time you make the experience about you, instead of about her, you are 
being unprofessional. It’s not that we can’t get personal with our clients. We can. But it must be led by — and focused on — the 
client. I’m also not saying you shouldn’t let the client get to know you too. You absolutely should… Just be mindful of the line 
between personal and professional. Remember to never assume the client feels the same way you do about a particular subject. 
Make sure not to say anything the makes the client feel judged or unsafe in any way. This experience should be fun, joyful, and 
special for her. Take care not to compromise that with your conduct or speech.

4. You can’t command premium prices if you don’t believe you are worth it. If there are things from the above that you need to 
work on and fix, then by all means, do it. And once your work, client experience, and professionalism are all in line, then you’d 
better start believing in what you have to offer. Believe me when I tell you that they will pay you premium prices when you give 
premium service and have a premium attitude and belief system.



More Hot Tips for Pricing:  
1-Make it very unappealing to go with lower offerings.


1-Have an a la carte menu as well as collections, to demonstrate the 
value of your collections. It is also psychologically easy for them to 
swallow “session fee credit with collection purchase” than “session fee 
credit if you spend at least $xxxx.”


2-Have a public pricing menu, and one just for you. This helps keep it 
simple, and gives you the power to easily calculate add-ons, upgrades, 
and deals and bonuses you’re willing to throw in to get the pull-through.


3-Once you have 10% of clients buying your top collection, get rid of 
your bottom one and add another one above the top one. Or, 
alternatively, raise your prices. 



RETREAT50SOB

Your Exclusive Discount Code for 

The School of Boudoir Store


(Please Do Not Share This Code)



Money Mindset
(Get THIS Right to Make Everything Else Work!)



• It’s all about focus. What we focus on is 
what grows in our lives. 


• Focus is a HABIT. You may need to redirect 
several times a day, several times an hour, or 
several times a minute… but eventually, it 
becomes a habit. 


• Use a “switchword” and “switchpic” to train 
your focus toward an abundance mindset.



False, limiting belief #1: 
I believed I couldn’t do in-person sales because most of my clients drive 1-3 hours to shoot with me and

there was no way they’d drive that far again for an Image Premier appointment. I was wrong. Very wrong.


False, limiting belief #2: 
I believed I couldn’t charge higher prices because I was not booking enough clients even at my lower prices, and most of the 
people who called were telling me I was too expensive already… so of course I wouldn’t book any clients if I raised prices. 
This one was soooooo wrong, I can’t even describe to you how wrong it was. Turns out raising my prices almost completely 
eliminated people telling me I cost too much.


False, limiting belief #3: 
I believed I couldn’t compete with all the cheap-as-dirt photographers in my area if I raised my prices. This one was only half-
true. As it turns out, raising my prices made those cheap photographers no longer my competition, because we were not 
competing for the same clients any more (you know, the ones who want everything for nothing). In fact, raising my prices a lot 
made it so that I have no competition.


False, limiting belief #4: 
I believed I couldn’t be a high-end studio because my studio was in my home. Again, I was wrong. It’s all in how you spin it. I 
sell my home studio environment as more comfortable and more discreet, as well as lending a more “authentic” feel to my 
clients’ images.


False, limiting belief #5: 
I believed that because I didn’t have formal education or a lot of experience, I couldn’t charge as much as someone who did. 
This may have been the most inaccurate excuse of all. Not one single client has ever asked me about my education before 
hiring me. They care only about the images I can produce for them and how I make them feel.


ENOUGH ABOUT ME, WHAT ABOUT YOU?



Flip Your Fears Exercise
Step 1: What do you think it is that is holding you back from 
meeting your financial goals? (Just pick 2 for now)


Step 2: What are the fears you have about making more money?


Step 3: What are the fears you have about NOT making more 
money?


Step 4: What do the voices in your head tell you whenever you 
have a great money-making idea? 


Step 5: Now that you have a list of your limiting beliefs, flip them 
into affirmations. 



Rules for Crafting & Using 
Affirmations

• Keep it positive.

• Keep it present.

• Keep it simple.

• Choose your language carefully.

• Repetition is key.

• Expect resistance and push through anyway.

• Use questions instead if needed.












RETREAT50TABB

Your Exclusive Discount Code for 

The Abundance Badass Blueprint

(Please Do Not Share This Code)



GIVEAWAY TIME!!

• 30x40 Canvas 

• 20x30 Metal Print 

• Integrity Album - Any Size, Any Cover 

• 8x12 Easel-Back Metal Print

Sponsored By McKenna Pro


